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aim to uncover the basic neural computations involved in grouping image features into 23 coherent objects. To address this issue, we repeatedly presented the same novel 24 ambiguous image to observers and changed their attentional goals by having them make 25 fine spatial judgements about only some elements of the image. We found that observers' 26 attentional goals determine the perceived organisation of multiple illusory shapes. We thus 27 reveal that voluntary spatial attention can control the fundamental processes that determine 28 visual experience. 29
INTRODUCTION 30
The clutter inherent to natural visual environments means that goal-relevant objects often 31 partially occlude one another. A critical function of the human visual system is to group 32 common parts of objects while segmenting them from distracting objects and background, 33 a process which requires interpreting an object's borders. Figures which produce illusory 34 contours, such as the classic Kanizsa triangle (Kanizsa, 1976) , have provided many insights 35 into this problem by revealing the inferential processes made in determining figure-ground 36 relationships. These figures give rise to a vivid percept of a shape emerging from sparse 37 information, and thus demonstrate the visual system's ability to interpolate structure from 38 fragmented information, to perceive edges in the absence of luminance discontinuities, and 39 to fill-in a shape's surface properties. In the present study, we exploit these figures to 40 investigate whether voluntary attention influences visual appearance. 41 42 Most objects can be differentiated from their backgrounds via a luminance-defined border. 43
The visual system is tasked with allocating one side of the border to an occluding object, 44 and the other side to the background. This computation can be performed by neurons in 45 macaque visual area V2 whose receptive fields fall on the edge of an object (Zhou, 46 from ground even when the monkey attends elsewhere in the display (Qiu, Sugihara, & von 48 der Heydt, 2007), and psychophysical adaptation aftereffects suggest such cells also exist 49 in humans (von der Heydt, Macuda, & Qiu, 2005) . Further, neurophysiological work has 50 revealed that V2 cells also process illusory edges (von der Heydt, Peterhans, & 51 Baumgartner, 1984), though it is unclear whether those cells possess the same properties 52 as border-ownership cells. These findings have contributed to the claim that visual structure 53 is computed automatically and relatively early in the visual system, and that visual attention 54 is guided by this pre-computed structure (Mihalas, Dong, von der Heydt, & Niebur, 2011) . 55 56 It is also known, however, that visual attention can modulate the perception of figure-ground 57 relationships of luminance-defined stimuli. As early as 1832, Necker described his ability to 58 alter the apparent depth of an engraved crystalline form, now referred to as a Necker cube, 59 via an overt shift of attention (Necker, 1832) . More recent psychophysical work has shown 60 that voluntary attention can alter perceived depth order (Driver & Baylis, 1996) as in the case 61 of Rubin's face-vase illusion (Rubin, 1915) (Wagemans et al., 2012) , surface transparency 62 (Tse, 2005) to address this issue: if attending to one illusory figure results in illusory contours that directly 78 conflict with the form of another illusory figure, then structural computations must depend 79 on attention. 80
81
To investigate the influence of voluntary attention on visual appearance, here we combined 82 a novel illusory figure with an attentionally demanding task, exploiting human observers' 83 propensity to use illusory edges when making perceptual decisions (Gold, Murray, Bennett, 84 & Sekuler, 2000) . We developed a novel Kanizsa figure ( Fig. 1a ), in which "pacman" discs 85 are arranged at the tips of an imaginary star. This figure includes multiple Gestalt cues that 86 promote the segmentation and integration of various forms not defined by the physics of the 87 stimulus. We predict that, because some of these cues suggest competing configurations, features by polarity leads to competing illusory triangles. We test whether attending to one set of inducers (e.g. 104 the white inducers) leads to interpolation of the illusory edge. b) Example trial sequence. After an observer 105 fixates a spot, the illusory figure with overlaid Gaussian noise is displayed for 250ms. The observer's task was 106 to report whether the tips of the upright or inverted triangle were narrower or wider than an equilateral triangle.
107
The target triangle was cued prior to, and held constant throughout, each testing block. The observer's 108 perceptual reports were then correlated with the noise on each trial to produce classification images. (c -e) 109 Support vector machine (SVM) classifier images. We had a SVM classifier perform "narrow" vs "wide" triangle 110 judgements after training it on three different protocols: (c) inducers, a (d) triangle, or a (e) star (see Methods).
111
Dashed red lines show the location of a pacman for reference, and in (e) the tips of the star that do not influence 112 classification.
114

RESULTS
115
We used a response classification technique that allowed us to simultaneously assess 116 where observers' attention was allocated, and whether such attentional allocation resulted 117 in visual interpolation of illusory edges. At the beginning of each block of testing, observers 118 were cued to report the relative jaw size of the inducers forming an upright (or inverted) 119 triangle, corresponding to the white (or black) elements in Figure 1a . By adding random 120 visual noise to the target image on each trial ( Fig. 1b) , we could use reverse correlation to 121 measure "classification images". An observer's classification image quantifies a correlation 122 between each pixel in the image and the perceptual report revealing which spatial structures 123 are used for perceptual decisions ( We generated hypotheses regarding how observers' voluntary attention may influence their 128 perception of this figure. We used a support vector machine (SVM) classifier to judge small 129 changes to a triangle image after training it on one of three different protocols (Supp. Fig.  130 1). First, we generated a prediction of the hypothesis that observers can attend to the correct 131 inducers, but do not perceive illusory edges, by training a model to discriminate only the 132 jaws of the inducers. This model is analogous to that of an ideal observer and reveals that 133 only structure at the edges of the stimuli are used in generating a response ( Fig. 1c) . We 134 next generated predictions of how illusory edges could be interpolated in this task. In one 135 case, we assumed illusory contours would be formed between attended inducers. We thus 136 trained the classifier to discriminate whether a triangle's edges were bent outward or inward, 137 and found a classification image approximating a triangle ( Fig. 1d) . In the other case, we 138 assumed that, although selective attention may guide the correct perceptual decision, the 139 illusory form of a star may be determined pre-attentively according to the physical structure 140 of the entire stimulus. In this case, we trained the classifier to discriminate whether 141 alternating tips of a star, i.e., the tips corresponding to a set of cued inducers, were relatively 142 wide or narrow. The resulting classification image reveals edges that are interpolated 143 beyond the inducers, but that they do not extend beyond the alternating star tips (Fig. 1e) . 144
These predictions not only provide qualitative comparisons for our empirical data, but they 145 also allow us to formally test which training regime produces a classification image that most 146 closely resembles human data. 147
148
To motivate observers to attend to only one possible configuration of the illusory figure, they 149 were cued to report the relative jaw size ("narrow" or "wide") of only a subset of pacmen 150 positioned at the tips of an imaginary star ( Fig. 1a) . Specifically, observers were instructed 151 to report only the jaw size of inducers forming an upward (or downward) triangle within a 152 testing block. The non-cued inducer jaws varied independently of the cued inducers and 153 thus added no information regarding the correct response. To derive the spatial structure 154 used for perceptual decisions, we added Gaussian noise to each trial and classified each 155 noise image according to the observers' responses ( Fig. 1b) . To create the classification 156 image for each observer, we summed all noise images for narrow reports and subtracted 157 the sum of all noise images for wide reports (see Methods). We collapsed across inducer 158 polarity by inverting the noise on trials in which the white inducers were cued, and across 159 cue direction by flipping the noise on trials in which the downward facing illusory triangle 160 was cued. The resulting images quantify the correlation between each stimulus pixel and 161 the observer's report. In order to analyse a single axis of emergent spatial structure, we first 162 averaged each observer's data with itself after rotating 120° and 240° such that correlations 163 were averaged over the three sides of the triangle. Although this step involved bilinear 164 interpolation of neighbouring pixels, no other averaging or smoothing was performed, and 165 this averaging is therefore most likely to only reduce the strength of emergent illusory 166 structure. and tips of the triangle -noise pixels in these regions have the opposite influence on 177 narrow/wide decisions, which is likely due to an illusory widening of the jaw centre which is 178 not registered by the SVM (cf. Fig. 1d ). Second, the edges clearly extend beyond the red 179 inducer outline shown in the mean image, revealing observers' reports were influenced by 180 illusory contours. However, it is also apparent that the spatial structure is non-uniform, with 181 weaker correlations in the centre of the illusory edges than in the corners of the inducers. 182
We therefore quantitatively test the extent of illusory contour formation below. 183
184
To test whether the illusory edge interpolation extended into the region of the implied 185 competing figure, we performed two analyses. First, we used Bayesian and Students' one-186 sampled t-tests to assess the pixel values along the edge of the triangle implied by the 187 attended inducers (see red line in Fig. 2a ). We selected only pixels that fell within the bounds 188 of the competing implied triangle (see Methods and grey shaded regions of Fig. 2b) , and 189 found that these 18 pixels were below zero for the naïve participant (mean and sem: -3 ± .9 190
x 10 -3 , BF10=18.365, t(17)=3.585, p=0.002, d = 0.845), observer A2 (mean and sem: -5 ± .7 191 
213
We next quantified the spatial structure content of the classification image by testing which 214 prediction generated by the SVM was most similar to the human data (see computed the sum of squared errors between predictions and the mean classification image 217 produced by the human observers (see Materials and Methods). The resulting distributions 218 of error, normalised to the best model, are shown in Figure 2c , and reveal that the model in 219 which we trained the classifier to perceive a complete triangle is the best fit to the data (z-220 test comparing the mean error for the star SVM versus the distribution of error for the triangle 221 or inducer SVM: p's < 0.0001). The pattern of results was the same for all observers (Fig.  222 2d), though there was no significant difference between the triangle and star models for A1. 223
Taken together, these analyses thus reveal illusory contour formation between attended 224 visual elements, and this interpolation occurred despite the contour conflicting with equally 225 plausible implied spatial structure. 226
227
We next tested the spatial specificity of illusory contour formation. For the two participants 228 who showed a clear effect, we tested how spatially specific visual interpolation was by 229 repeating the same analysis as above but for the row of pixels above and below the triangle 230 boundary implied by the geometry of the attended inducers. Quite surprisingly, we found 231 good evidence that there was an absence of illusory contour formation for the pixels below 232 the implied triangle boundary (N1: BF01 = 3.19; A2: BF01 = 3.31), and equivocal evidence for 233 the pixels above the implied triangle boundary (N1: BF10 = 1.05; A2: BF01 = 1.83). These 234 results thus reveal that the strength of illusory contours was highly precisely aligned to the 235 geometry of the triangle implied by the attended inducers. Consistent with this observation, 236 psychophysical thresholds for identifying the relative inducer jaw size were reliably highly 237 precise across testing sessions (see Supp. Fig. 2b) . Across sessions, the mean thresholds 238 (±one standard error) for observer N1, A1, and A2, were 0.86 ± .03, 0.84 ± .02, and 0.66 239 ± .03. 240
241
Our data further address the extent to which the non-cued figural elements may have 242 influenced perceptual judgements. In our experiment, the non-cued inducer jaw size was 243 independent of the cued inducer jaw size, and was thus uninformative of the correct report. 244
Indeed, we found no evidence in the classification image that observers' perceptual 245 decisions were guided by these task-irrelevant cues. We modelled the possibility that these 246 non-cued elements were nonetheless grouped to form a star. In such a case where a star 247 was perceived, the task could still be performed accurately were observers to base their 248 reports on only the edges shared by the star and the triangle implied by the cued inducers. 249
As expected, the SVM prediction of pre-attentive figure-ground segmentation shows gaps 250 in the sides of the classification image triangle (Fig 1e) . Note that this model is equivalent 251 to observers having perceived a whole star, but with a later stage attentional signal focussed 252 on only some regions of the pre-computed figure. Because we designed our illusory figure  253 to be geometrically invertible, the extent of the illusory star form is pronounced if we sum 254 the model's classification image with a flipped version of itself (Fig. 3a) . In Figure 3b , we 255
show the result of performing this step with the observers' average classification image. 256
Very similar patterns of results were found for all individual images (Supp. Fig. 3) . This 257 result is strikingly similar to the SVM prediction, revealing that the changes in strength of 258 edges of the illusory form are near-perfectly aligned with the geometry of the implied star or 259 non-cued illusory triangle, i.e., the strength of the lines appears to reduce precisely at the 260 point of intersection (Fig. 1e) . These qualitative results, however, are in contrast to the SVM 261 analysis, presented above, in which we found that correlated noise in observers' 262 classification images is best explained by observers having attended to the cued triangle. 263
Thus, a remaining critical question, which we address below, is whether we can quantify the 264 proportion of trials in which observers relied on different forms implied by the inducers. 265 illusory edge strength with the implied star figure (Fig. 3b) . First, a similar classification 279 image would have been obtained had observers perceived a star on every trial, a possibility 280 which we discounted in the results described above. Second, this qualitative result could be 281 generated if trial-by-trial perceptual organisation was stochastic, such that observers 282 perceived each possible configuration approximately equally often across trials. Under this 283 hypothesis, the resulting illusory contours shown in Figure 2a are incidental rather than 284 being determined by observers' attentional goals. The third possible explanation is that 285 observers' voluntary allocation of attention determined the outcome on most, but not all, 286 trials. To distinguish between the two latter possibilities, we used mixture modelling to 287 quantify the proportion of trials in which observers' percept depended on attentional 288 instructions (see Materials and Methods). A purely stochastic process would be implied were 289 the proportion of trials accounted for by the triangle template no different from 0.33 (i.e. the 290 apparent top-most surface was equally often a star, the cued triangle, or the non-cued 291 triangle, see Fig. 1c-e ). However, in the best fitting model, the attention-contingent triangle 292 template contributed to 84% of trials on average, which is much greater than expected by a 293 stochastic process (Fig. 3c) confidence intervals) for N1, A1, and A2 were 88% (45% -100%), 79% (39% -99.5%), and 295 86% (50.5% -100%), respectively. This mixture modelling is thus consistent with observers' 296 attentional goals determining illusory contour interpolation on the vast majority of trials. 297
298
DISCUSSION 299
We used classification images to address whether voluntary attention determines a scene's 300 apparent visual structure. Using a psychophysical response classification paradigm we 301 tested which of three competing model predictions best describes the influence of attention 302 on illusory contour formation. Our results clearly show that voluntary attention can guide 303 the fundamental processes involved in perceptual organisation, thus determining visual 304 appearance. 305
306
Unlike previous studies that show visual attention modulates the appearance of physically 307 defined surfaces (e.g., attending to different surfaces of the Necker cube (Necker, 1832) ), 308
our study shows a rich interaction between attention and endogenously generated percepts. 309
Classification images reveal the spatial location of noise elements that influence observers' 310 responses, whereas interpreting subjective phenomenology is more difficult. However, given 311 that the illusory edges of the triangle implied by the attended inducers directly conflict with 312 the regions of the competing implied figures (i.e., the star and inverted triangle), our finding 313 that illusory edges were interpolated between attended inducers reveals that attention can 314 determine depth order, even when figures and ground are illusory. Spatial structure is thus 315 computed by neural operations that are at least partially contingent on the voluntary state of 316 the observer. The precision of illusory contours was nonetheless tightly aligned to the 317 geometry of luminance defined structure, indicating these inferential processes are also 318 highly contingent on scene or task context. Indeed, observers' psychophysical thresholds 319 for the inducer task reveal a correspondence between their precise objective psychophysical 320 performance and subjective classification image. 321
322
We were able to quantify the influence of non-cued stimuli on perception by measuring a 323 classification image across the entire stimulus. We found that changes in the strength of 324 illusory contour formation between attended inducers were aligned with form implied by the 325 non-cued inducers. Our mixture modelling suggests that the non-cued stimuli influenced 326 performance on approximately 16% of trials. Such a contribution of task-irrelevant features 327 on perceptual decisions could be attributed to lapses in attentional allocation, or variability 328 in the feed-forward processing of the incoming signal. Measuring perceived form in the 329 absence of visual attention is notoriously difficult (Wagemans et al., 2012) , which is perhaps 330 one reason why many studies of figure-ground organisation rely on single-unit recordings. Our findings are also distinct from other recent work that found attention can influence the 357 appearance of existing surfaces (Tse, 2005) . In our study, visual attention had a causal role 358 in forming the structure from which perceptual decisions were made. We anticipate that our 359 simple stimulus and task design may prove to be a useful neurophysiological assay to test 360 further the neural substrates governing the interaction between voluntary attention and 361 perceptual organisation. 362
363
MATERIALS AND METHODS 364
Observers. Three healthy subjects, one naïve (N1) and two authors (A1 & A2 corresponding 365 to authors RR and WH, respectively), gave their informed written consent to participate in 366 the project, which was approved by the University of Cambridge Psychology Research 367 Ethics Committee. All procedures were in accordance with approved guidelines. Simulations 368 were run to determine an appropriate number of trials per participant to ensure sufficient 369 statistical power, and our total sample is similar to those generally employed for 370 classification images. All participants had normal vision. We added Gaussian noise to the stimulus on each trial to measure classification images. 390
Noise was 250 x 250 independently drawn luminance values with a mean of 0 and standard 391 deviation of 1. Each noise image was scaled without interpolation to occupy 500 x 500 392 pixels, such that each randomly drawn luminance value occupied 2 x 2 pixels (.05° x .05°). 393
The amplitude of these luminance values was then scaled to have an effective contrast of 394 0.125 on the display background, and were then added to the Kanizsa figure. Finally, a 395 circular aperture was applied to the noise to ensure the edges of the inducers were equally 396 spaced from the noise edge ( Fig. 1b) . 397
398
The jaw size of inducers was manipulated such that they were wider or narrower than an 399 equilateral triangle, which would have exactly 60° of jaw angle for all inducers. The 400 observer's task was to indicate whether the jaws of the attended inducers was consistent 401 with a triangle that was narrower or wider than an equilateral triangle. Prior to the first trial 402 of a block, a message on the screen indicated which set of inducers framed the "target" 403 triangle, and this was held constant within a block but alternated across blocks. The polarity 404 of the target inducers and whether the triangles were narrow or wide was pseudorandomly 405 assigned across trials such that an equal number of all trial types were included in each 406 block. The relative jaw size of attended inducers was independent of the unattended 407 inducers; thus, the identity of the non-target triangle was uncorrelated with the correct 408 response. 409 410 Each trial began with the onset of the fixation spot and a check of fixation compliance for 411 250 ms. Following an additional random interval (0-500 ms uniformly distributed), the 412 stimulus was presented for 250 ms, after which only the background was presented while 413 observers were given unlimited duration to report the jaw size using a button press. The 414 next trial would immediately follow a response. Throughout the experiment, eye tracking 415 was used to ensure observers did not break fixation during stimulus presentation. If gaze 416 position strayed from fixation by more than 2° the trial was aborted and a message was 417 presented instructing them to maintain fixation during stimulus presentation, and then the 418 trial was repeated. Such breaks in fixation were extremely rare for all participants. 419 420 A three-down one-up staircase procedure was used to progress the difficulty of the task by 421 varying the difference of the jaw size from 60° (i.e., from what would form an equilateral 422 triangle). On each trial an additional angle was randomly added or subtracted to the standard 423 60° inducers. The initial difference was 2°. Following three correct responses, this difference 424 would decrease by a step size of 0.5°, or would increase by the same amount following a 425 single error. When an incorrect response was followed by three correct responses (i.e., a 426 reversal), the step size halved. If two incorrect responses were made in a row, the step size 427 would double. If the step size fell below 0.05°, it would be reset to 0.2°. Blocks consisted of 428 624 trials which took approximately 20 minutes including a forced break. Each observer 429 completed 16 blocks for a total of 9984 trials, which took a total of approximately five hours 430 duration spread over multiple days and testing sessions. To familiarize observers with the 431 task, they underwent two training blocks of 624 trials each with no noise. They then were 432 shown the stimulus with noise, and completed as many trials as they felt was required before 433 starting the experimental blocks. 434 435 Support vector machine models. Support vector machine (SVM) classifiers were trained 436 and tested in MATLAB. We generated (3) hypotheses by training SVM classifiers on images 437 of the i) inducers, ii) a triangle, or iii) a star. We trained the classifiers using a quadratic 438 kernel function and a least squares method of hyperplane separation. The training images 439 consisted of two exemplars ("narrow" and "wide") with no noise (Supp. Fig. 1) . To generate 440 hypotheses in the form of classification images, we used each of the classifiers to perform 441 narrow/wide triangle judgements (trials = 9984), with an equilateral triangle; thus, 442 classification was exclusively influenced by the noise in the image. 443 444 Data and statistical analysis. The 9984 noise images for a participant were separated 445 according to perceptual report ("narrow" or "wide"). To collapse across inducer polarity, we 446 reflected the distribution of noise on trials in which the cued inducers were white (i.e., we 447 inverted the sign). We also collapsed across upright and inverted cue conditions by spatially 448 flipping the noise on inverted trials. The noise values were then summed within each report 449 type. The difference of these summed images is the raw classification image. Thus, images 450 are normalised to the "attend upright black inducers" condition; black pixels indicate 451 locations where dark and light noise was correlated with narrow and wide judgements, 452 respectively, and white pixels indicate the opposite relationship. To average across 453 emergent triangle edges, we further summed the image with itself two times after rotating 454 120° and 240° using Matlab's "imrotate" function using bilinear interpolation. This procedure 455 results in a classification image that is invariant across edges such that analysis of one edge 456 summarises all three edges. Note that this is a conservative estimate of the classification 457 image and any spurious structure will only be diminished. To test for correlated pixels along 458 the illusory edge of the classification image, we extracted 18 pixels along the bottom edge 459 of the implied triangle, but within the bounds of the implied star tip (see bottom right panel 460 of Fig. 2a ). To ensure that these pixels were not contaminated by averaging of nearest-461 neighbour pixels during rotation, described above, we excluded the three pixels closest to 462 the inner corners of the star. We conducted a one-sample, two-tailed Bayesian and 463
Students' T-Test on these pixel values using JASP software (JASP Team, 2017). Reported 464 effect sizes are Cohen's d. 465
466
We performed the model comparisons in Figure 2c by first normalising the noise of the 467 mean classification image and each SVM prediction such that the sum of squared error of 468 each image equalled 1. We then subtracted the mean classification image from each 469 prediction, and found the sum of squared error of the resulting difference. Finally, we 470 normalised the difference scores to the model with the least error by subtracting from each 471 distribution the mean of the distribution with the lowest error. This process was repeated for 472 200 repetitions of each SVM prediction. The mixture modelling (Fig. 3c) Classification images without averaging of edges via rotation. Note that the individual 570 images show varying degrees of a complete triangle. One explanation for this is that 571 observers perceived a partial shape, e.g., a single or pair of unconnected lines between 572 the cued inducers. Given the strength of the Kanizsa illusion in producing the percept of a 573 triangle, rather than a partial shape, a more likely explanation is that observers perceived a 574 triangle, but only used part of this triangle to perform the task. b) Threshold performance 575 across blocks shown separately for each observer. Thresholds were the midpoint of a 576 cumulative Gaussian fit to accuracy data for each session. 
